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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we present a role-playing workshop in a firefighting scenario conducted within the frame of a 
multidisciplinary consortium. Our work focuses on developing a navigation ubicomp infrastructure leveraging 
the cognitive skills of firefighters. Technology for navigation must understand existing navigation practices in 
order to provide adequate support. To deal with the complexity of this process, we use a participatory design 
approach based on a strong synergy among partners. We argue that a key aspect for the creation of this synergy 
is the construction of a bond of empathy allowing technology experts to understand the needs of the users of 
technology and also allowing firefighters to understand the role and activities of technology developers in the 
process. We present an account of the workshop conducted and some insights of the role that this method can 
play for complex, multidisciplinary teams working on developing safety-critical technology. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Navigation in Firefighting 

Quickly building a reliable assessment of an incident is a key skill for Firefighters. Indoor missions done under 
extremely rough conditions and very poor visibility are central tools for this task. Navigation in such conditions 
is an agency in which experience, senses and training play an extremely important role. Technology supporting 
navigation must take this role into account to provide the required levels of safety. Navigation under such 
condition represents always a source of risk in firefighting (Fahy, 2002). 

The landmarke Project 

The landmarke Project is an initiative funded by the German Government for developing a navigation and 
orientation ubicomp infrastructure leveraging the cognitive abilities of firefighters. Its goal is to provide tools 
supporting the construction of a dynamically growing ad-hoc reference system in the incident environment. In 
the vision of the project, first responders mark relevant points of reference using interactive landmarks while 
performing their missions. These landmarks are small, deployable tokens containing sensing and networking 
technology. Interactive clothes allow firefighters to interact with the deployed landmarks. An interaction unit 
integrated in the equipment of the firefighter exchanges information with the landmarks, providing a layer of 
information that enhances the perception of the environment. Using radio communication or in debriefing 
sessions, firefighters can use this reference system to understand and communicate ideas about the environment 
(Ramirez et al., 2008). 

The design space posed by the landmarke project is particularly complex. As shown in (Denef et al., 2007), 
firefighting is a complex work in a very hazardous environment. The changing context requires firemen to 
improvise a lot, resorting to their experience and intensive training. Cognitive and physical load, protective 
clothing and special equipment leave little space for interactive devices. Designing an interactive ubicomp 
service for people crawling on the floor inside a building full of smoke confronts technology designers with 
complex constraints that push them to their limits. While it is relatively easy to imagine visions of ubiquitous 
computing providing support to this work, designing practicable solutions is always a very complex challenge. 

To deal with this complex design space, we use a participatory design approach (Ehn, 1992) focused on 
fostering an organic grow of technological artifacts from inside the work practices and intertwined with them. 
To create a favorable ecosystem for this growth, we brought together a heterogeneous project consortium 
including a professional fire department, a Fire Service Institute and School, an industry leader for Firefighting 
Technologies, two companies focused on the creation of mobile and wearable solutions and three research 
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institutes from the academia. Within this constellation, we use a collection of methods and tools, such as 
ethnographic studies (Randall et al., 2007), triggering artifacts (Mogensen and Robinson, 1995) and experience 
prototyping (Buchenau and Suri, 2000)  to collaboratively search for opportunities for technology to mediate or 
improve practices. One key aspect for the creation of the required synergy inside the consortium is the 
construction of a bond of empathy allowing technology experts to understand the needs of the users of 
technology and at the same time allowing firefighters to understand the role and activities of technology 
developers in the process.  

EMPATHIC DESIGN 

Empathy, defined as identification with the feelings, thoughts, or attitudes of another, is identified in the 
literature as a very relevant skill and as a very important factor for a successful design process (Black, Wright 
and McCarthy, 2008, Suri, 2003, Mattelmäki and Battarbee, 2002). Beyond getting close to the user from the 
outside, empathic design calls for an attempt to access the subjective world of the user, understanding her 
feelings and needs past what s/he can actually articulate when communicating her/his needs (Leonard and 
Rayport, 1997). 

The importance of achieving an empathic connection with users is multifold.  (Leonard and Rayport, 1997) 
stress the relevance of empathy for accessing information that is not accessible through other observation-
oriented research methods. An empathic research approach can answer, for example, questions about aspects 
that users oversee because they seem to be obvious, or because users do not regard them as candidates for a 
technological solution. The same bond of empathy can also play an important role in sparking innovation and 
inspire new ideas, moving the design process forward by means of fine tuning the intuition of designers for the 
creation of new solutions. 

In (Wright and McCarthy, 2008) Wright and McCarthy provide a very detailed analysis of the use of empathy in 
HCI. They define this empathy as a dialogic relationship between user and designer. This relationship goes 
beyond simple contemplation of the user, and implies an involvement from the perspective of the designer 
without renouncing to her own self, thus being able to creatively respond to this “becoming the other”. In their 
work, Wright and McCarthy provide a useful survey of design methods focused on empathy. They identify three 
approaches to building an empathic dialogue between users and designers: 

• Empathy through ethnography and related methods 
• Empathy through narrative 
• Empathy through the imagined other 
In the following we present our own experience with creating an empathic dialogue using the third of the 
mentioned approaches by means of a massive live action role-playing experience.  

MASSIVE LIVE ACTION ROLE-PLAYING EXPERIENCE 

To achieve this connection of empathy we organized a workshop specially designed to bring together all 
partners of the multi-disciplinary project consortium.  We organized the workshop as a live action role-playing 
game (LARP), a form of role-playing game where the participants assume the role of a character inside a 
simulated world, and physically act out the actions of her/his characters (Tychsen, 2006). The objective of the 
workshop was to provide partners from industry and academia a personal insight into emergency response work 
in a fire from the perspective of a firefighter. Taking part in a simulated firefighting intervention in close to real-
life conditions provides a foundation of experiences that will inform the future work on the project. Such 
experiences have the potential of fostering an intensive, bilateral knowledge transfer. Moreover, by changing the 
roles, they can initiate a dialogue among firefighters and technical engineers in order to strengthen their 
connection and to promote a higher level of respect for each other’s role in the project. 

The State Fire Service Institute of North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany is the central place for the education of 
professional and voluntary firefighters of the whole federal state. The educational methodology used in the 
institute is based on the long-term teaching experience of the institute. For many years, the training has been 
based on a constructivist approach of learning theory that suggests that learning is especially successful when 
students construct their own knowledge. The workshop was prepared and conducted based on this approach to 
teaching and learning. A trainer of the institute in collaboration with one researcher with previous experience in 
research in the firefighting domain worked together specifying the workshop objectives and coordinating the 
preparation. 

Based on the goals set up for the workshop, the trainer from the Fire Service Institute arranged the workshop 
scenarios and designed the dramatics of the role-playing experience. As the scenario for our company 
intervention, a fire in an apartment on the third floor of a four-story building was chosen. In the apartment, one 
person was assumed to be missing and both the apartment and the staircase were filled with smoke. This 
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scenario is a standard intervention according to specific German regulations (AGBF, 1998).The role-playing 
experiences were designed focused on two aspects: company intervention to understand the overall procedures 
of a fire department, and team training to provide a focused experience on the work inside of buildings full of 
smoke. 

In the first experience the participants were to get an insight of the procedures of a whole company and of the 
organization of work within a company during an intervention. Participants were not only to learn about the 
technical resources of a company but also get to know the workforce and the interaction between the different 
teams. The standard company we wanted to simulate comprises a command vehicle, two pumpers and a 
turntable ladder and 22 firemen. Teams of two, a professional firefighters and another participant were to take 
up a specific role in the simulated firefighting intervention.  

The second part of the workshop focused on the indoor work during rescue missions in buildings full of smoke. 
Equipped with fire-protective clothes, helmets and breathing apparatus each participant was to get an impression 
of the physical working conditions firefighters face. Working using a breathing apparatus causes special 
physical load. The heavy weight of the compressed air bottles and the resistance posed by the mask while 
breathing are new to untrained people. The field of vision is highly restricted and the movement of the head is 
limited by the breathing mask. All of this can cause claustrophobic feelings and lead to uncontrolled reactions. 
By building teams of one professional firefighter and one untrained person in a controlled environment we were 
able to overcome the problems caused by the missing training, ensuring the safety of the participants. 

WORKSHOP 

Facilities 

The workshop took place in the training facilities of the State Fire Service Institute of North Rhine-Westphalia, 
Germany.  This training facility is unique in Europe. On an area of 7000 square meters, it provides different 
training objects for firefighting scenarios, technical assistance and interventions with nuclear, biological and 
chemical substances. It makes extensive use of computer-controlled simulation technology that allows running 
dynamic scenarios in a very realistic fashion. The light of fire, thick smoke or the sounds of victims calling for 
help can be controlled using control software running on a portable computer. The instructor can alter program-
controlled scenarios at any time. This makes possible to pause a simulation to instantly reflect on mistakes made 
by the student, and then continue the exercise.  

The training hall offers the following fully equipped training environments: 

• single-family house, 
• apartment house, 
• high-rise building, 
• store, 
• factory, 
• laboratory, 
• hospital and 
• underground garage.  
Real fire is not used as the focus of the training is on command and coordination work. At the institute future 
commanders learn to take command decisions for a company and to deploy their firefighters and resources. 
Without the dangers of fire, but filled with smoke, flickering lights and the sound of fire and victims calling for 
help, the simulation technology in the training hall effectively provides an experience that allows gaining a deep 
yet safe insight of firefighting practices and therefore serves as an optimal platform to support the objectives of 
our workshop. 

Introduction to Firefighting 

Before the practical exercises were started, the Fire Service Institute presented their work in one of the 
classroom. Here, the participants started learning the vocabulary used in the firefighting profession. The 
presentation was followed by an introduction of indoor firefighting tactics from a high-ranked commander of the 
Cologne Fire Department who also introduced basic firefighting equipment and overall procedures.  

A company is organized around the trucks taking part of an intervention. As the first step in the transformation 
process from civilians to firefighters, participants therefore boarded the firefighter trucks and traveled to the 
training hall. The convoy trip took about 20 minutes with the beacon lights turned on.  
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Any efficient firefighting incident response is made possible by protective clothing. It prevents firemen from 
major injuries caused by heat and fire. The physical load posed by the equipment is high and represent an 
essential part of the firefighting experience. Consequently, after reaching the fire station of the training facility, 
participants were provided the professional clothing. Fully dressed, participants received a tactics class to learn 
basics of firefighting. During the class the whole procedure of an incident response was discussed and the tactics 
were explained using as an example the prepared scenario. Afterwards, the participants finally got back on the 
trucks, where they discussed the upcoming tasks in their teams, becoming aware of the importance of teamwork 
as the only way to effectively work under such extremely difficult conditions. Participants were now integrated 
into a team and prepared for their first exercise. 

Understanding Firefighting Procedures 

The intervention began with an incoming alarm call including the type of incident as well as the location of the 
incident. On the way to the incident site, with sirens turned on, the teams had to start wearing their breathing 
apparatuses. In this stressful situation newcomer firefighters were assisted by their professional teammates.  

After reaching the incident site, the commander, one of the newcomers, had to get an overview of the situation. 
He had to assess the structure of the site and the incident as well as information available from witness on site. 
He had to give commands to the teams and oversee the process. A professional commander supported him in 
making his decisions of where and how to deploy the teams.  

   

Figure 1.  Teams entering the apartment over the ladder (left) and preparing fire hoses (right). 

 

Teams had to provide the infrastructure for the incident response work. They had to bring the ladder in a safe 
and correct position, ensure water supply and prepare the hoses. Others started to enter the building, both over 
the front and the ladder, with the task of searching for the missing person (Figure 1). A back-up team was 
waiting outside to support those working inside the building in case of an emergency. All levels of command 
had to work together, coordinating themselves and exchanging information. 

As in a real-world intervention, the teams only received detailed information for their individual mission. 
Participants learned that they play an important part of the overall intervention yet that they do not necessarily 
have access to all information. The great variety of tasks showed every team that they only could see the overall 
intervention through a limited perspective. The scenario was planned to convey realistically the effect of 
distributed knowledge that different perspectives cause in the overall company. This is highly relevant for teams 
working inside of buildings if they support each other and therefore a key concern for the landmarke project 
aiming at supporting such collaboration. 

Team Training for Personal Tactic Experiences 

The second experience focused on team training in rescue missions. It used part of the company intervention 
scenario. Only the deployment of a team of two firefighters inside the building using the staircases was 
simulated. All other tasks were either skipped or provided by the exercise trainers. The intervention was made 
under realistic conditions with both team members wearing protective clothing and breathing apparatuses.  

Equipped with a fire hose and nozzle, a flashlight and an ax, the teams had to enter the building, find a missing 
person and carry her/him outside. The victim was simulated by 40 kg dummy. The apartment was filled with 
heavy smoke and the sound of fire made the victim’s calls for help barely hearable. As this exercise focused 
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only on the intervention inside a single apartment multiple interventions could be run simultaneously in different 
floors of the building giving every participant the chance to take part in such a mission.  

   

Figure 2.  Firefighters in the staircase (left) and close to the simulated fire (right). 

Every team started the intervention under the same conditions. After opening the apartment door, teams faced 
heavy smoke with poor visibility conditions (Figure 2). Following a command given by the professional 
firefighter, the teams moved into the apartment and started searching the victim. Crawling on the floor in order 
to protect them from the heat, the teams scanned the apartment room by room. Following the standard 
procedure, the teams felt their way along the right wall until finding the next door, which they carefully opened 
before scanning the room, always following the wall to the right. Questions such as “How big is the room?”, 
“How many rooms did we already scan?” and “How do we find the way back?” can easily be answered by 
firefighters yet novices faced problems with the orientation. Besides orientation, team members had to pull the 
pipe, carry the ax and search for the missing person. Participants were able to experience how such enormous 
work load and stress narrows perception and how only a joined effort allows teams accomplish their tasks. 

Closing the workshop 

After the missions ended, participants had time to share their experiences (Figure 3). In these talks not only the 
simulated intervention was an important subject but also questions about the relation of the experienced 
simulated intervention and real incidents. Other important topics were the tools firefighters use today, the 
problems that they create and they ways they are used. 

  
 

Figure 3. Participants share their experiences and knowledge  
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As in every incident, the teams finished their work by leaving the equipment ready for the next intervention. The 
workshop closed by putting back the equipment on the trucks, rolling up the hoses and making sure everything 
is in order. With this step we not only observed how much the participants were able to identify themselves with 
the work of firefighters but also we started slowly the transformation process back to civilians (Figure 4). 
Participants collaborated in organizing the equipment and the quickly change back their clothes and rested. 

   

Figure 4. Participants after their missions 

The workshop was documented using photo and video. Numerous discussions during the evening showed that 
the participants were still thinking in the world of firefighting. The conversations allowed the all participants to 
gain a deeper understanding of the experiences made in relation with the firefighting domain. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the presented workshop we provided all partners of the project consortium a vivid hands-on experience of 
emergency response work by means of a comprehensive live action role-playing experience. Our approach to 
foster a dialogue between users and technology designers, to bring them together in a live action role-play, is 
inspired by “empathy through the imagined other” (Wright and McCarthy, 2008) . We chose this approach to 
make the consortium partners from industry and academia more familiar with the specific work and navigation 
practices of firefighters. This experience was to serve as starting point for defining a more concrete product 
specification based on the vision of the landmarke navigation infrastructure. Through the workshop, we were 
able to initiate personal links between representatives of the fire department and the Fire Service Institute on one 
side and our partners from industry and academia on the other side. Analyzing the workshop documents and 
reports we were able to identify a number of issues as described below. 

The workshop as an inspirational source of information  

We were able to observe that the experience itself was both inspiring and informative. Software developers had 
in-depth discussions with firefighters on their equipment and tactical procedures. An interaction designer 
created first ideas on HCI concepts to manipulate navigational information on deployed landmarks. Managers 
asked firefighters for navigation tactics and proposed procedures how the new technology could be integrated 
with them. An engineer became aware of the importance of wooden wedges that firefighters use to put under 
doors to keep them open. The engineer discussed with project partners whether to bring this form factor to the 
landmarks so that they can also serve as wedges. All partners were able to learn about tactics in firefighting 
work in general and navigation practices under low visibility conditions in particular. Every participant got his 
personal perspective on firefighting work according to his tactical role in the missions. In addition to this, all 
partners learned what tools firefighters use and carry, what potential dangers exist and how to prevent them, 
how teams collaborate, or what physical and psychical conditions firefighters are faced with. Evidence for the 
learning effect was provided by the very detailed conversations during and after the workshop, despite the fact 
that most participants made their first contact with the firefighting domain. 

The workshop as a tool for bilateral understanding 

While our workshop was especially designed to transfer firefighting expertise, the knowledge transfer did not 
stop with firefighting specifics. Especially the intense talks after the joined exercises allowed firefighters to get 
an insight on the problem solving strategies of the different project partners. The way firefighters cope with 
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problems works rather different than the way researchers do. Firefighters have to make a decision within 
seconds; the resulting tasks have to be successful. For them, there is no easy way to try different options, change 
single parameters and to study the effects as researchers do. For firefighters, it was interesting to learn about 
research approaches and technical problem solving, in order to better understand their role on the whole project. 

The workshop as a cross hierarchical and interdisciplinary bridge 

Our role-playing workshop also enabled us to break hierarchies and to bridge different work-cultures in spite of 
the heterogeneity of the project consortium. Firefighters and other project partners worked hand-in-hand after 
they got the firefighting equipment. Especially this vivid experience approach created motivation; participants 
were called to complete the given task in the best possible way. All participants seemed to be very motivated in 
the coming round table discussions, leaving behind ranks and roles in the project. Firefighters invited 
researchers to participate in further trainings to learn more about the working conditions. After the team training 
experience, an electrical engineer asked his professional firefighter teammate if he could show him specific 
firefighting equipment to analyze its form factor.  

The workshop as a way to understand and value the users’ expertise 

With the workshop, we initiated the understanding that firefighters as our end-users of the navigation system 
are, more than just subjects to be studied, experts to be consulted. In our exercises, we staged a lasting 
experience of the unique navigation skills that firefighters have developed. During the indoor missions all 
participants were able to directly experience how through training and experience firefighters developed a 
special navigation expertise and that this expertise is essential for successful interventions. By understanding 
this special skill set and its importance, we move technology developers to design systems that make use of 
these abilities and integrate them closely into existing practices.  

FUTURE WORK 

The workshop we described served as a starting point for our project that sparked the collaboration process in 
the entire consortium, towards an ad-hoc navigation infrastructure system for firefighters. We plan to capture the 
insights gained in a participatory design workshop that focuses specifically on the system we intend to build. In 
this workshop we will decide on some of the design variables but leave others open for further research. While 
the role-playing workshop we presented here focused solely on existing technology and practices, our aim is to 
also understand the impact that new technology can have on existing practices as well as the way practices can 
be built upon new technology. In further experience prototyping (Buchenau and Suri, 2000) workshops we hope 
to foster an organic grow of technological artifacts from inside the work practices. Active participation of all 
project partners in design and evaluation of system prototypes will help to further strengthen the mutual 
connection of empathy between our multi-disciplinary project partners and will finally lead to technology and 
practices that provide meaningful support to firefighters.  
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